
IMPORTANT!

This brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany or one of its Group Companies to 
provide a general indication only of the range of vehicles, optional extras (for example satellite 
navigation systems, interface and telecommunication kits), accessories, merchandise and/
or products (together, the range is known as the “Products”) available in various countries.  
Some of the Products shown may not be available in Australia, or may only be available in 
a different specification.  Additionally, some Products may only be available in combination 
with others.  Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the 
limitations of the printing process.  Products available while stocks last.  Changes may have 
been made to the Products since this brochure was printed.  The information in this brochure 
is therefore indicative, illustrative and provided only for guidance and should not be relied 
upon.  For current information on the availability, design, features and prices of Products 

available in Australia you should contact your local authorised Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
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Extras to add to the star-qualityAccessories befitting a superior car:

Mercedes-Benz quality in every part. From the wood/leather steering wheel to the child seat, 
from the light-alloy wheels to the carrier system. Products you can rely on.

You drive a CLK-Class. 
What more could you possibly want? Not a
lot, because Mercedes-Benz has given 
the vehicle everything you could wish for:
charisma and character, a remarkably
dynamic design and innovative, powerful
technology.

Creating a car that turns heads wherever
you drive. 

But wait a minute: there are a few things you
could wish for. Items which articulate 
your own personal preferences. Items which
allow you to add your own unmistakable
touch to your CLK-Class. And make your
journey even more enjoyable. 

Your accessories wish list awaits you. To find
out more, read on.
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Steering wheels Shift and selector levers Interior accessories Child safetyAmbience You may want to rethink your ideas about design.

Of course your CLK-Class comes equipped with almost every conceivable interior comfort. You could be forgiven for thinking 
it was impossible to improve upon. Until you see the accessories shown here: sumptuous leather, fine wood, 
steering wheels and shift levers which resemble sculptures. A touch of luxury suits every CLK-Class. And you, of course. 
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Illuminated door sill panel

In high-quality stainless steel with CLK
lettering and “fin” design element. 
Available with integral blue illuminated strip

Leather shift lever

stone

Leather selector lever

alpaca grey

Cleanbag

The ideal way to keep your car clean when
you’re on the move: the small “Cleanbag”
for rubbish is simply attached to the net
in the front passenger footwell or to the
ruffled pocket on the back of one of the
front seats

BusinessCase

Your mobile office in suitcase format.
With separate laptop compartment,
theft alarm and 12V socket.

For further details, see the 
Mercedes-Benz BusinessCase brochure

Wood/leather steering wheel 

burr walnut | stone

Note:

The shift and selector levers and the
wood/leather steering wheels are
available in various colours to match
the interior

Inserts for the centre armrest  

Subdivide the centre armrest into
practical smaller compartments
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Note:

Automatic child seat recognition

Automatic child seat recognition deactivates 
the airbag when a child seat with 
transponder is used on the front seat

ELEGANCE seat cover

Available in various colours to
match the interior. Also available
for the AVANTGARDE line

Rubber floor mat, anthracite

Velour floor mat | not illustrated |
Rep floor mat | not illustrated |

Available in various colours 
to match the interior

Fixed sunblind

black | Available for the rear
window and the rear side 
windows | available for the Coupé
only, not illustrated |

Vario bag

Plenty of extra space for the 
really important things in life

Isofix Duo child seat 
available with transponder 

This child seat, with its harness-style seat belt,
combines optimum seat comfort with the 
usual Mercedes-Benz standards of safety. For
children aged between approx. 8 months 
and 4 years or with a weight of between 9 kg
and approx. 18 kg. The child seat can also 
be used in vehicles without Isofix anchorage
points | not illustrated |

Zoom child seat 
available with or without transponder

For children between the ages of 4 and 12.
Zoom is a raised seat which ensures that
the seat belt is in the correct position for the 
child. Belt guides at the side prevent the lap 
belt from repositioning itself over the child’s
abdomen

Luxury head restraint cover

anthracite | For the front
head restraints

Mounting for fire extinguisher
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Car hi-fi Telephone accessories Comfort-enhancing electronicsElectronics Car electronics designed to make you sit up and take notice.

It’s only natural that you will want to make use of the latest communication technology while you’re on the move. 
The superlatively elegant way in which the car phone, navigation system or audio system are incorporated into the interior 
of your CLK-Class, on the other hand, is not something to be taken for granted - just pure Mercedes-Benz. 
The products shown here are intended to whet your appetite. To find out more, contact your Mercedes-Benz dealer. 
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Audio 10 CD

Hi-fi tuner for FM/SW/MW/LW, single CD 
drive, CD changer controls, security code, 
automatic telephone mute. Can also be operated 
via the multifunction steering wheel.

Audio 30 APS navigation system

Top-class car hi-fi combined with the latest in navigation technology: 
e.g. intelligent, dynamic route guidance via RDS/TMC. Multiband hi-fi
tuner, single CD drive, CD changer controls, automatic telephone mute. 
The radio can also be operated via the multifunction steering wheel. 
| see illustration on pages 12/13 |

Garage door opener on interior mirror

Easy operation of the garage door from
the interior mirror

Mercedes-Benz hands-free system  

With automatic radio mute when the
phone is in use

Mercedes-Benz CD changer

6-CD changer| not illustrated |

Regional navigation CD-ROM

For the COMAND system and the 
Audio 30 APS. (Available for various
European countries.) | not illustrated |

Auxiliary heater

For ice and mist-free windows all round. 
Timer and optional remote control for easy
use. A pleasant climate from the moment
you get in, even in summer: eliminate the
heated air before you set off by switching to
auxiliary ventilation | not illustrated |

QuickParc

Ultrasonic sensors, integrated in the 
rear bumper, and an acoustic/visual
warning system make parking and
manoeuvring easier

Note:

The telephone consoles are available in
various colours to match the appointments

MP3 player
for your car radio’s cassette drive

Can also be used outside the car with
the supplied headphones; capacity can
be expanded using an MMC card (not
supplied)
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Travel Sportiness teamed with rational thinking.

Should owners of sporty vehicles have to compromise when it comes to stowage space and transport options? 
No, was the opinion of our development engineers, who took up the CLK-Class challenge and developed 
a range of intelligent travel products. Products which allow you to make sensible use of almost every centimetre 
– from the boot to the roof. Products which embody excellent design. 

Carrier systems Boot accessories Bicycles
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Alustyle luggage container

For transporting additional
luggage. Capacity approx.
400 litres

3

Alustyle sports and luggage container 

For up to four pairs of downhill or six 
pairs of cross-county skis, ski sticks 
and four pairs of ski boots. Capacity
approx. 280 litres. Can be opened from
both sides

Luggage set

A special 4-piece luggage set is
available for the sports and luggage
container | not illustrated |

2

Alustyle surfboard rack 

Taking the maximum roof load into
account, a maximum of two surfboard
racks can be fitted per pair of basic
carrier bars. Made from polyamide with
spring steel reinforcements, providing
cushioned support for the surfboards 

11

Alustyle ski and snowboard rack

For up to two snowboards or up to four pairs 
of skis (without sticks) | see illustration on 
pages 16/17 |

Alustyle basic carrier bars

Simple to fit, thanks to integral screw 
threads in roof strips. Compatible with 
all current Alustyle attachment systems

Alustyle bicycle rack 

Suitable for transporting cycles with a frame
diameter of up to 82 mm. The support frame
folds down, reducing wind resistance when
driving without cycles attached

5Alustyle tilt-down ski rack 

Two ski racks can be fitted per pair of basic carrier bars,
each holding three pairs of skis with sticks. The simple 
and practical tilt-down mechanism makes it easy to load
and unload

4 Rear-mounted bicycle rack

For the trailer coupling. For
transporting two cycles. Optional
rail available for attaching third
cycle | not illustrated |

Note: 

The products shown on these 
two pages are only available 
for the CLK-Class Coupé 
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Full-suspension mountain bike 

Excellent ride comfort, thanks to the air 
suspension system, Shimano disc brakes, 
professional Shimano XT gears and folding 
cross-country handlebars

Thanks to the new CAR.RY system, the new Mercedes-Benz bikes
can be folded up in a few simple steps and transported in the boot
(CLK-Class Coupé only)

Note: For more detailed information, see our Mercedes-Benz bikes
brochure

Full-suspension street bike

High-tech all-round bike with air 
suspension, Shimano gears, 
disc brakes and state-of-the-art lights

Non-slip mat

black | Non-slip mat made from 
oil and acid-resistant polyester
| available for the Coupé and the
Cabriolet |

Shallow boot tub

Helps keep the boot clean and
stops objects from sliding around.
Suitable for transporting foodstuffs
| available for the Coupé and the
Cabriolet |

Luggage nets

black | Luggage nets for the floor of the boot
and the loading sill help keep various objects
securely in place and prevent them from
sliding around when you’re on the move
| available for the Coupé and the Cabriolet |

Drawer for below parcel shelf

The drawer keeps smaller objects
out of sight and protects them from
sunlight and dust 
| available for the Coupé only |

Coolbag

Inner capacity of 14 litres
plus additional stowage 
space in the outside pocket

Shopping crate

anthracite, collapsible | not illustrated |

Snap-in stowage trays for the
spare wheel recess

These snap-in stowage trays
partition the spare wheel recess,
allowing objects to be stowed away
safely and preventing them from
sliding around. The trays can be
arranged as required
| available for the Coupé and the
Cabriolet, not illustrated |

Exterior mirror for caravan 

Additional mirror for improved 
rear vision. Specially developed 
for caravans | not illustrated |

Safety tow rod

2-piece steel rod with safety connection and cotter
pin. Suitable for trailer couplings and towing lugs.
Approved for vehicles with a gross weight of up to
3.2 tonnes

Trailer coupling

Detachable. Maximum drawbar load of 80 kg 
| not illustrated |
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Performance Impressive roadholding.

One glance at these exclusive light-alloy wheels and you could be smitten. We gave them everything they 
needed to make your CLK-Class even more dynamic. Sporty elegance. Quality materials.
And, of course, the highest degree of safety. Keeping you safely on the road while you’re on cloud nine.

Light-alloy wheels
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Note:

Other attractive wheels for your CLK-Class can be
found in our separate light-alloy wheels brochure

Aldebaran | 5-twin-spoke wheel
incenio designer wheel

7 J x 16 ET 37 
205/55 R16
(front axle)

8 J x 16 ET 32
225/50 R16
(rear axle)

Rudmatic-Disc snowchain system

Provides a safe grip in snow. 
A plastic ring prevents your wheel 
from being scratched

Mud flaps

Protect the underbody from loose chippings.
For front and rear axle | not illustrated |

Hub cab

Protects the hub from dirt. 
Available in two designs:

chrome star | illustrated above |
classic design in blue
| illustrated on pages 22/23 |

Elarneb | 6-spoke wheel, two-piece 
incenio designer wheel

7.5 J x 17 ET 36
225/45 R17
(front axle)

8.5 J x 17 ET 30
245/40 R17
(rear axle)

8.5 J x 17 ET 30
245/40 R17
(rear axle)

Adharaz | 5-spoke wheel 
incenio designer wheel

7.5 J x 17 ET 36
225/45 R17
(front axle)

25
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Mercedes-Benz Collection Edition CLKCollection Fixed star: Mercedes. Ascendant: CLK-Class.

If you think you already know all there is to know about Mercedes products, the following pages could prove something of a 
surprise. They show a range of elegant Edition CLK accessories, designed to complement one of the most beautiful cars on the road. 
You and your CLK-Class deserve it.
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Ballpoint pen

Elliptical ballpoint pen in matt
chrome stainless steel. Fits the pen
holder in the glove compartment

Bag

In elegant black nylon; tab fastener 
with magnetic stud. Pockets inside and
out, mobile phone compartment, 
zipped pocket, card sections, key ring
and pen loop

Men’s wristwatch

With high-quality quartz movement,
stainless steel case, convex mineral crystal
and high-sheen, silver-coloured dauphine
hands. Water-resistant to 3 ATM. Quality
leather strap, embossed to produce
crocodile skin effect. Stainless steel buckle

Key ring

Elegant key ring in solid wood. 
Metal loop in spring steel alloy 
with high-sheen polish

Vehicle badge

CLK-Class badges in silver-plated
brass | not illustrated |

Model cars

CLK-Class, model C209, true to
the original. Available in scales
1:18, 1:43 and 1:87 and in
various colours
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Bodystyling AccessoriesAMG Sportswear for the CLK-Class.

The fiery temperament and striking dynamism of the CLK-Class were an inspiration to the Mercedes-AMG engineers.
The result: high-end accessories, ranging from light-alloy wheels with the unmistakable AMG design to the AMG bodystyling package, 
perfectly tailored to the aerodynamics of the CLK-Class.
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AMG light-alloy wheel

Style III
7.5 J x 18 ET 37 
225/40 R18
(front and rear axle)

8.5 J x 18 ET 30 
255/35 R18
(rear axle only)

Note:

Further AMG products for your CLK-Class can be found
in the current AMG accessories brochure

AMG door sill panel, not illuminated

An exclusive touch in ground and
polished stainless steel

AMG floor mats

With embroidered AMG lettering
| not illustrated |

AMG rear silencer

The chromed, twin AMG rear silencer
combines good looks and a discreet, sporty
sound | illustrated on pages 30/31 |

AMG twin-spoke wheel

Style IV
7.5 J x 18 ET 37
225/40 R18
(front and rear axle)

| illustrated on pages 30 /31 |

8.5 J x 18 ET 30
255/35 R18
(rear axle only)

AMG bodystyling

AMG bodystyling comprises a front
apron with integral fog lamps 
featuring clear-glass lenses, side skirts
and a rear apron

AMG twin-spoke wheel

Style IV, multi-piece 
8.5 J x 18 ET 30
225/40 R18
(front axle)

9.5 J x 18 ET 18
255 /35 R18
(rear axle)
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P E R F O R M A N C E

B6 647 1547 Aldebaran | 5-twin-spoke wheel 24

B6 647 1702 Adharaz | 5-spoke wheel 25

B6 647 0256 Elarneb | 6-spoke wheel 25

B6 647 0202 Hub cap, chrome 25

B6 652 8219 Mud flaps, front set 25

B6 652 8220 Mud flaps, rear set 25

B6 755 0004 Rudmatic-Disc snowchain system 25

B6 681 8712 Coolbag 20

B6 647 0995 Shopping crate, collapsible 20

on request Full-suspension street bike 20

on request Full-suspension mountain bike 21

on request Safety tow rod 21

B6 685 0039 Trailer coupling 21

A M G

B6 603 1183 AMG light-alloy wheel, Style III 32

on request AMG bodystyling 33

B6 603 1362 AMG twin-spoke wheel, 33
Style IV, multi-piece

B6 603 1026 AMG twin-spoke wheel, Style IV 33

on request AMG door sill panel 33

B6 603 70699 AMG floor mats■ 33

on request AMG rear silencer 33

C O L L E C T I O N

B6 695 5203 Ballpoint pen 29

B6 695 5206 Men’s wristwatch 29

B6 695 5211 Key ring 29

B6 695 5200 Bag 29

B6 695 52147 Vehicle badge■ 29

B6 696 21498 Model cars■ 29

■ Available in various colours

7) silver/blue
8) obsidian black
9) driver’s mat

AM B I E N C E

B6 689 0071 Door sill panel, illuminated 8

B6 681 74661 Leather shift lever* 8

B6 681 74842 Leather selector lever* 8

B6 627 09143 Wood /leather steering wheel* 9

B6 781 2241 BusinessCase, for LHD 9

B6 781 2242 BusinessCase, for RHD 9

B6 781 2263 Inserts for the centre armrest 9

B6 781 2376 Cleanbag 9

B6 686 8178 Zoom child seat with transponder 10

B6 686 8205 Isofix Duo child seat 10

B6 642 1663 Vario bag 11

B6 669 1330 Fixed sunblind, rear side window, 11
left, Coupé

B6 669 1331 Fixed sunblind, rear side window, 11
right, Coupé

B6 669 1111 Fixed sunblind, rear window, Coupé 11

B6 798 3206 Luxury head restraint cover 11

B6 668 01634 Rubber floor mat* 11

B6 629 39154 Velour floor mat* 11

B6 636 01334 Rep floor mat* 11

B6 798 33205 Seat cover* 11

B6 758 6014 Mounting for fire extinguisher 11

E L E C T R O N I C S

B6 782 3100 Audio 30 APS navigation system 14

B6 782 3433 Audio 10 CD 14

B6 782 3807 QuickParc, vehicle kit 15

on request Auxiliary heater 15

see price list Mercedes-Benz hands-free system 15

see price list Navigation CD-ROM 15

B6 782 5015 Garage door opener on 15
interior mirror

B6 782 4200 MP3 player 15

B6 782 3409 Mercedes-Benz CD changer 15

T R AV E L

B6 685 1701 Alustyle ski and snowboard rack 18

B6 685 0265 Alustyle basic carrier bars, Coupé 18

B6 684 8447 Alustyle surfboard rack 18

B6 684 8350 Alustyle sports and luggage container 18

B6 684 8355 Luggage set 18

B6 684 8359 Alustyle luggage container 18

B6 684 8438 Alustyle tilt-down ski rack 19

B6 684 8550 Alustyle bicycle rack 19

B6 685 1045 Alustyle rear-mounted bicycle rack 19

B6 664 8056 Boot tub, shallow, Coupé 20

B6 668 0000 Boot tub, shallow, Cabriolet 20

B6 768 0025 Non-slip mat, Coupé 20

on request Non-slip mat, Cabriolet 20

B6 766 00636 Luggage net, floor of boot 20

B6 766 00736 Luggage net, loading sill 20

B6 647 21046 Drawer for below parcel shelf 20

B6 676 6231 Snap-in stowage trays for spare 20 
wheel recess

B6 782 6416 Exterior mirror for caravan, left 20

B6 782 6417 Exterior mirror for caravan, right 20
* Available in various colours to match

the interior

1) stone
2) alpaca grey
3) burr walnut/stone
4) driver’s mat, LHD, anthracite
5) front seat cover, left, ELEGANCE,

anthracite briest
6) Coupé



Please note: changes may have been made to the products since this brochure went to press.
Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing process.

Information given regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation applies to 
the Federal Republic of Germany only. 

Please consult your Mercedes-Benz dealer for final details.
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